Math - Geometry
Shapes in Logos
Answer Key directions

Check the images below. Did you find all of the shapes? Remember not all quadrilaterals are
squares, rectangles, or parallelograms. All parallelograms are quadrilaterals, but don't have
a trapezoid is a quadrilateral, but not a
This is a parallelogram, but not a
to be a square or rectangle.
parallelogram, square, or rectangle.

square or rectangle.

Six Flags Great Adventure

Garden State Discovery Museum

A red triangle
A red parallelogram

Tuckerton Seaport

A circle in the sun
Triangles around the sun

Atlantic City Cruises

Square and rectangle windows
A quadrilateral sail on the boat
A green circle
Rectangular prisms for chimneys
A triangle top to the lighthouse
The building is inside an oval

Diggerland USA

A star that dots the i
The wave has some crescents
Morey's Piers

Circle wheels
Circle hubcaps
A yellow square on the tractor door
A black circle above the words D-Rex
Circle eyes with oval centers on the mascot
Liberty Science Center

The spaces between the
bottom spokes of the ferris
wheel create parallelograms
A circle in the middle of the
ferris wheel
The buckets of the ferris
wheel are crescents

Playland's Castaway Cove
Crescent as the seats on the
ferris wheel
Circles on the bandanas
Circles on the pirates top
A white parallelogram on the
pirate's collar

A parallelogram base

Field Station Dinosaurs

Circle eyes
Triangle teeth

Turtle Back Zoo
The turtles bodies are circles
The turtle heads are triangles
The front legs of the turtles
are crescents
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iPlay America

A star
Somerset Patriots
Stars on the patriot's
clothing
Stars in the blue near
the bat
Blue circle at the end
of the bat

Absecon Lighthouse
A parallelogram stripe
All the small blue spots are
parallelograms, the ones in the
center are also rectangles
Black rectangle window
The lighthouse is a cylinder

Whippany Railway Museum
A cylinder at the top of the
train
Circles on the front of the
train
Rectangles at the front grate
A red oval surrounds the train

Keansburg Amusement Park

Gillian's Wonderland Pier

Circle in the ferris wheel
Circle in the roller coaster
Triangle at the top of the Johnson's Corner Farm
carousel, the body is a
The petals are
cylinder
oval shape
A triangle holding up the
ferris wheel

almost

Ovals on the center of the paws
Circles on the bear's fingers
Oval on the bear's hat
Community Foodbank of New Jersey
Circles on the center of the
An orange heart
flowers
Squares behind some of the
letters
Jenkinson's Boardwalk Ferris wheel is a circle

Jersey Family Fun

Triangles in the letter J, circles for the toes in the E.
Squares and rectangles in the letter N
A sphere dots the i
A circle in the center of the o
A circle as the eye to the fish in the letter S

Circles for the wheels
Circles for the inside of the
wheels
Parallelograms for windows
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